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Abstract This paper focuses the attention on the ch-index, a recent bibliometric indicator
similar to the Hirsch (h) index, to evaluate the published research output of a scientist
(Ajiferuke and Wolfram, Proceedings of the 12th international conference of the international society for scientometrics and informetrics. Rio de Janeiro, pp. 798–808, 2009).
Ch-index is defined as the number such that, for a general group of scientific publications,
ch publications are cited by at least ch different citers while the other publications are
cited by no more than ch different citers. The basic difference from the classical h is that,
according to ch, the diffusion of one author’s publication is evaluated on the basis of the
number of different citing authors (or citers), rather than the number of received citations.
The goal of this work is to discuss the pros and cons of ch and identify its connection with
h. A large sample of scientists in the Quality Engineering/Management field are analyzed
so as to investigate the novel indicator’s characteristics. Then, the analysis is preliminarily
extended to other scientific disciplines. The most important result is that ch is almost
insensitive to self-citations and/or citations made by recurrent citers, and it can be
profitably used for complementing h.
Keywords Hirsch index  Citers  Citing authors  Citations  Bibliometrics 
Self-citation  Recurrent citers

Introduction
Evaluating the scientific production of a scientist is a very relevant problem; doing it in a
synthetic way is even more complicated. Many bibliometric indicators have been proposed over
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the years, such as the total number of papers produced, the total number of citations, or other
indicators associated to the journals where publications are submitted, like the ISI impact factor
(ISI-IF), the immediacy index and the cited half-life (Westney 1998; Glänzel and Moed 2002;
Garfield 2006). In 2005, Hirsch suggested a new indicator (h) defined as ‘‘the number such that,
for a general group of papers, h papers received at least h citations while the other papers received
no more than h citations’’ (Hirsch 2005; Hirsch 2007). This indicator has many merits: it is
simple to calculate using the most popular search engines (Web of Science, Scopus, Google
Scholar), it has an immediate intuitive meaning and it is able to synthesize two important features
of a scholar’s scientific production into a single number—i.e. the quantity of papers (assessment
of productivity) and the corresponding citation rate (assessment of diffusion/impact).
The attention of the scientific community to h is attested by the appearance of a large
number of publications about reflections, analyses and criticism (Moed 2005; Egghe 2006;
Glänzel 2006; Kelly and Jennions 2006; Rousseau 2006; Saad 2006; Bornmann and Daniel
2007; Costas and Bordons 2007; Orbay et al. 2007; Schreiber 2007; Van Raan 2006;
Wendl 2007; Harzing and van der Wal 2008; Mingers 2009; Franceschini and Maisano
2010a). Another tangible sign of the popularity of h is the appearance of many proposals
for new variants and improvements (Lehmann et al. 2005; Banks 2006; Batista et al. 2006;
Braun et al. 2006; Lehmann et al. 2006; BiHui et al. 2007; Burrell 2007a; Burrell 2007b;
Castillo et al. 2007; Katsaros et al. 2007; Sidiropoulos et al. 2007; Schreiber 2008;
Antonakis and Lalive 2008; Woeginger 2008; Franceschini and Maisano 2009; Egghe
2010; Franceschini and Maisano 2010b, c). Nevertheless, although these methods are
aimed at enhancing the synthetic information of the h-index, some of them undermine its
characteristics of easy calculation and immediate intuitive meaning.
This paper focuses the attention on another h-based indicator, i.e. the citer h-index or
ch-index, recently introduced by Ajiferuke and Wolfram (2009, 2010). This indicator is
defined as the number such that, for a general group of papers, ch papers are cited by at least
ch different citers while the other papers are cited by no more than ch different citers. It can
be immediately noticed that this definition is similar to the one of h, with the only exception
that, for each publication, received citations are replaced by different citers (or citing
authors). For example, a ch index of 15 immediately conveys that an individual has 15
papers, each with at least 15 different citers. It should be pointed out that this characteristic of
immediate meaning is not typical of many other h-based indicators (Anderson et al. 2008).
The new paradigm of ch is to evaluate the diffusion/impact of a publication on the basis of the
authors ‘‘contaminated’’ or ‘‘infected’’ by it—as said by Goffman and Newill (1964)—rather
than the corresponding citation number. In other words, this indicator takes account of the
portion of members of the scientific community that are interested in a publication. The idea
of considering the number of citers rather than the number of citations was suggested many
years ago by Chang (1975), Dieks and Chang (1976) and Braun et al. (1985). Also, it is
mentioned—for example—in some recent guideline proposals for evaluating academic
research performance (Collegio dei presidenti di corso di studi in Matematica 2008).
However, apart from the exploratory study of Ajiferuke and Wolfram (2010), no relevant
attempt to analyze the differences between the two approaches has appeared yet.
From a practical point of view, ch is more difficult to calculate than h. In fact, it is
necessary to know not only the number of citations received by each publication, but also
the name of each citing (co-)author. According to the definition of ch, if the same citing
author cites a publication more than one time, then he has to be counted only once.
Ch-index can be calculated similarly to h, that is to say by ranking the publications in
decreasing order with respect to the number of different citers and identifying the breakeven point between publications’ rank and number of citers (see the example in Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Example of calculation of h and ch using the same (fictitious) input data. The inset on the right side
of the figure shows the count of the different citing (co-)authors for the 5th publication. Publications are
ordered decreasingly with respect to the number of received citations. For simplicity, this ranking is
assumed to coincide with the one obtained ordering the publications decreasingly with respect to the number
of different citers

Here are some possible advantages of the new indicator, in comparison with h.
• Ch-index is not influenced by self-citations or recurrent citers: authors citing the same
paper many times are counted only once.
• Citations have not the same importance: some papers may have a relatively small
number of citations, but—at the same time—may interest a large number of scientists
and vice versa.
• Ch-index is less influenced by some database errors than h: in some (not infrequent)
cases, citations received by one paper are duplicated, that is to say that the same citing
paper is erroneously counted two or more times (Harzing and van der Wal 2008). This
specific situation may distort the resulting h value, but not ch.
The goal of this paper is to (1) analyse ch by expanding the Ajiferuke and Wolfram’s
(2010) exploratory study, (2) identify the indicator’s most interesting characteristics and
(3) observe the possible relationship with h. To focalize the analysis, the study is circumscribed to a sample of researchers in the Quality Engineering/Management field, which
is the area of interest of the authors of this paper. Then, the study is preliminarily extended
to other scientific disciplines, so as to investigate possible differences.
The remaining of the paper is organised into three sections. Section ‘‘Methodology’’
illustrates the analysis methodology, the selection of the scientists to examine and the
information to collect. Section ‘‘Analysis results’’ presents and discusses the analysis
results, both in Quality Engineering/Management and in the other examined scientific
areas. Section ‘‘Further considerations on ch’’ contains further comments and reflections on
ch. Finally, the conclusions are given, summarising the original contribution of the paper.

Methodology
The analysis of ch is carried out on a representative sample of scientists in the Quality
Engineering/Management area, including scientists of different seniority. Sample selection
is performed through the following procedure:
• Ten different Quality journals are chosen from the most representative in this discipline
(see Table 1) (ASQ—American Society for Quality 2009; Harzing 2009). It can be
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noticed that these journals have different publishers and only a small portion of them
are indexed by Thomson Scientific (Thomson Reuters 2010). Table 1 reports the
journals’ abbreviations/acronyms used hereafter.
• For each journal, the authors of (at least) one paper, published in the reference year (for
example 2008), are identified. As shown in the last column of Table 1, the number of
scientists associated to each journal may change from journal to journal, depending on
the typical number of co-authors per article, the number of articles per issue and the
number of issues per year.
• Next, for each of the identified scientists, the following indicators are calculated: h, ch,
C (total number of citations), and A (total number of different citers).
The analysis of ch is preliminarily extended to six other scientific disciplines, in order to
have an idea of the possible differences as regards to the Quality Engineering/Management
area. For each discipline, a relatively limited sample of authors is randomly selected from
some of the most representative scientific journals indexed by Thomson Scientific (see
Table 2) (Thomson Reuters 2010).
Citation statistics are collected using the Google Scholar (GS) search engine. It was
decided to use this database (1) because of the greater coverage and (2) because it can be
automatically queried through dedicated software applications, such as Publish or Perish or
other ad hoc applications (Meho and Yang 2007; Harzing 2009; Harzing and Van der Wal
2008). While determining h and C is quite easy and fast, on the other hand, the calculation
of ch and A is much more complicated. A structured procedure for calculating the indicators (for a single scientist) is illustrated in the flow-chart in Fig. 2.
This procedure is completely automated by an ad hoc software application, created in
Visual Basic and able to query GS automatically. It is worth mentioning that in the Web of
Science, the number of citers to a given scientist can be obtained by few clicks, by using
the Analyze Results feature (Thomson Reuters 2010). Unfortunately, search is limited to
Table 1 List of 10 Quality Engineering/Management journals selected for the analysis
Journal name

Abbreviation Publisher

Indexed by Thomson No. of
Scientific
scientists

International Journal of Quality and
Reliability Management

IJQRM

Emerald

No

106

Journal of Quality in Maintenance
Engineering

JQME

Emerald

No

43

Journal of Quality Technology

JQT

ASQ

Yes

61

Managing Service Quality

MSQ

Emerald

No

63

Quality Engineering

QE

ASQ

No

78

Quality Management Journal

QMJ

ASQ

No

30

Quality Progress

QP

ASQ

No

65

Quality and Quantity

QQ

Springer

Yes

89

Quality and Reliability Engineering
International

QREI

Wiley

Yes

139

Total Quality Management & Business
Excellence

TQM

Taylor &
Francis

No

161

Journals are sorted in alphabetical order with respect to the journal abbreviation. The last column reports the
total number of different scientists/authors identified, for each journal, in the reference year 2008
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Table 2 List of the six scientific disciplines preliminarily analysed and corresponding number of examined
authors
Discipline (ISI subject category)

Journals

No. of scientists

Biology

1. Bioscience

248

2. Biology Direct
3. Quarterly Review of Biology
Chemistry (analytical)

1. Analyst

257

2. Catalysis Today
3. Bioorganic and Medicinal Chemistry
Mathematics

1. Computational Complexity

241

2. Constructive Approximation
3. Advances in Mathematics
Medicine (general and internal)

1. Annals of Medicine

271

2. Mayo Clinic Proceedings
3. Medicine
Physics (applied)

1. Applied Physics Letters

263

2. Contemporary Physics
3. Journal of Magnetic Resonance
Psychology

1. Annual Review of Clinical Psychology

230

2. Cognitive Psychology
3. Health Psychology
For each field, three of the most representative scientific journals according to the 2008 Journal Citation
Reports are identified (Thomson Reuters 2010). Next, authors are randomly selected from those that published (at least) one paper in the reference year 2008. Disciplines are sorted in alphabetical order

citing papers published on journals/proceedings that are listed by Thomson Scientific. This
is the reason why we did not use this tool for our research.
One of the problems encountered in our analysis is represented by homonym scientists/
authors. In general, authors with common names or identified by full surname and first
name(s)’ initial(s)—rather than full first name(s)—are subject to this kind of problem. The
practical effect is that contributions of different homonym authors are erroneously added
up, with the result of distorting and ‘‘inflating’’ bibliometric indicators. Luckily, these
‘‘suspected’’ authors can be quite easily detected and then excluded from the analysis.
All the scientists’ bibliometric indicators are calculated taking into account the publications/citations accumulated up to the moment of the analysis (November 2009). Also, it
is worthwhile mentioning that the proposed ad hoc software application makes it possible
to define two temporal filters to calculate the above mentioned indicators, considering (1)
the papers published by one author and/or (2) the citations accumulated during a precise
time span.

Analysis results
Results of the analysis in the Quality Engineering/Management field
The most relevant results are related to a set of scientists in the field of Quality Engineering/Management; precisely, 835 authors of publications in the journals listed in
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Identification of a scientist
Google Scholar (GS) query to determine the scientist’s
number of publications (P)
Consider each of the P publications individually
(for i = 1 to P)
Find the number of citations (c i ) received by the i-th
publication
Consider each of the c i citations individually
(for j = 1 to ci)
Perform a GS query to find the (co-)authors related to the
citing publication and store them in a local-file (only those
not already present)

Next citation (j=j+1)

NO

j = ci
(?)

YES

Using the local-file information, determine the number of
different (co-)authors (a i) associated to the i-th publication
Copy the ai (co-)authors from the local-file into a global-file
(only if not already present)
Delete the content of the local-file

next publication (i=i+1)

NO

i=P
(?)

YES

Calculate ch using the a i values related to the (P)
publications
Calculate h using the c i values related to the (P)
publications
Calculate the total number of received citations (C) by
summing ci values
Using the global-file information, calculate the number of
different citing authors (A)
END

Table 1. Figure 3 represents the h and ch histograms and reveals that the distributions are
both right skewed and seem quite similar. The relationship between ch and h is, with good
approximation, linear. For the purpose of example, Fig. 4 illustrates the results related to
three of the 10 journals. In general, it can be said that the correlation between the two
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Fig. 3 Histograms related to the h and ch values for 835 scientists in the Quality Engineering/Management
field. The graph in Fig. 5 aggregates the results related to the ten journal dataset. It can be also noticed that
ch values are generally larger than the corresponding h values, as confirmed by the value of the angular
coefficient of the tendency line—i.e. 1.37. The same graph shows that variability related to ch is not
perfectly homogeneous over the h domain. Precisely, it slightly increases with an increase in h. Therefore,
the proportionality between ch and h can be considered less strong for high h values (increase of seniority)

indicators is strong (high R2 values). This result represents a large-scale confirmation of the
initial results obtained by Ajiferuke and Wolfram (2010).
Figure 5 can be also used to show the benefit of combining the information provided by
h and ch when evaluating the output of a scientist. For example, let consider two (prolific)
scientists, I and II, and the corresponding circled points. According to h, scientist I can be
considered slightly better than II—i.e. h(I) = 30 to h(I) = 29. On the contrary, according
to ch, the diffusion of scientist II is much higher—i.e. ch(II) = 46 to ch(I) = 35. This
apparent paradox is due to the fact that a significant part of the citations received by
scientist I are referable to recurrent citers.
Figure 6 reports two graphs related to the scientists’ C and A values. Scientists—in the
horizontal axes—are sorted in decreasing order with respect to their C values.
While the general correlation between the total number of papers and C is well-known
in the literature (Lehmann et al. 2006), an original result is represented by the appreciable
correlation (R2 = 0.87) between A and C, as illustrated in the graph in Fig. 7. The proportionality between A and C looks specially strong for small C values. The angular
coefficient of the tendency line (i.e. 1.25) roughly corresponds to the typical number of
different citers for each received citation.
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Fig. 4 Relationship between ch and h for three Quality Engineering/Management field: QQ, IJQRM, TQM.
The relationship appears to be linear, with rather high R2 values

ch vs h for scientists in the Quality Engineering/Management field
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Fig. 5 Ch versus h for 835 scientists in the Quality Engineering/Management field. Each of the scientists
published (at least) one paper in one of the scientific journals indicated in the legend (on the right). It can be
noticed that points—independently on the reference journal—are approximately distributed around the same
line. Also, it is interesting to consider the position of scientist I and II: although scientist I’s h value is larger
than scientist II’s, his ch value is much smaller

The two circled points are related to the same two scientists examined in Fig. 5. The
considerations about h and ch similarities and differences can be extended also to C and A.
Going back to Fig. 5, the linear proportionality between ch and h can be reasonably
justified by the following considerations:
considering a scholar’s scientific production, Hirsch empirically showed that h2 is
approximately proportional to C (h2  C), with a coefficient of proportionality that
may change a little depending on the shape of the citation distribution function
(Hirsch 2005; Anderson et al. 2008).
(b) h synthesises the number of publications and the corresponding citations by means of
the same criterion with which ch synthesises the number of publications and the
corresponding citers. The only difference is that, while C is given by the sum of the
citations related to the publications, A is given by the union of the different citers
related to the publications. Thus, since approximately h2  C, it seems reasonable to
assume that also ch2  A.
(c) Since A  C—as shown in Fig. 7—it can be said that ch2  A  C. An empirical
confirmation, especially for low C values, is given by the graph in Fig. 8. Being both
h2 and ch2 directly proportional to C, we conclude that ch  h.

(a)
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Fig. 6 C and A values for 835 scientists in the Quality Engineering/Management field. Scientists (in the
horizontal axis) are sorted in decreasing order with respect to their C values

A vs C in the Quality Engineering/Management field
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Fig. 7 A versus C values for 835 scientists in the Quality Engineering/Management field. It is interesting to
consider the position of scientist I and II: although scientist I’s C-value is larger than scientist II’s (i.e.
C(I) = 2993 to C(II) = 2786 citations), his A-value is much smaller (i.e. A(II) = 5405 to A(I) = 1074
different citers)

Preliminary results in other scientific fields
Figure 9 represents the relationship between ch and h in six other scientific fields. Consistently with what seen before for Quality Engineering/Management, graph patterns are
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ch2 vs C in the Quality Engineering/Management field
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Fig. 8 Ch2 versus C values for 835 scientists in the Quality Engineering/Management field

ch vs h for scientists in six scientific disciplines
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Fig. 9 ch versus h values for scientists related to six different scientific disciplines. The number of authors
considered is reported in Table 2

approximately linear and the angular coefficients related to the different disciplines are
quite similar (around 1.2–1.5). Mathematics is the discipline with the lowest (i.e. 1.21); this
result can be probably explained by the fact that this field is the one with the lowest
tendency to multi-authorship (Amin and Mabe 2000; Suárez-Balseiro et al. 2009).
It needs be reasserted that these results are based on samples consisting of a limited
number of authors (about 250 for each discipline, as shown in Table 2). In the future, this
analysis will be expanded to a more organic set of scientific disciplines, considering larger
author samples.
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Further considerations on ch
Analysing preliminary results, some further considerations can be proposed:
• First of all, ch represents an original indicator for excluding the contribution of selfcitations. If one author cites his publications over and over again, or if most of the
citations are received by recurrent citers, the ch value is not inflated. In addition, it must
be remembered that, the problem of recurrent citers has not been discussed as much
effectively (Glänzel and Thijs 2004; Debackere et al. 2006; Frandsen 2007).
• Differently from many h-based indicators, ch does not lose the h’s characteristic of
immediate meaning (Egghe 2006; BiHui et al. 2007; Anderson et al. 2008; Schreiber
2008). In fact, although being useful and effective, most of the h-based indicators
suggested in the literature result in numeric values without immediate meaning
(Franceschini et al. 2007).
• Similarly to h, ch can be used not only for evaluating the diffusion of the scientific
production of individual scientists, but also for academic research groups, university
departments or, more in general, organizations made up of scientists (Da Luz et al.
2008). The way of calculation is the same as that one shown in Fig. 1, with the only
exception that the articles are related to a whole research group or scientific
organization and not to an individual researcher.
• ch, compared with most of the bibliometric indicators that are based on citations, is less
prone to manipulations. Since assessments of the scientific production of a scientist or
research group are more and more based on the number of received citations, with
important effects on decisions concerning incentives, promotions, faculty positions,
research grants etc., they might lead some research groups to create ‘‘self-interest
partnerships’’, aimed at systematically citing reciprocal works. This opportunistic
behaviour is facilitated by the fact that, from one author’s viewpoint, expanding the
number of paper references is simple and does not cost too much (Nature Cell Biology
Editorial 2009). Being not sensitive to recurring citers, ch would suffer from this
practice to a lesser degree. On the contrary, incrementing the list of co-authors reduces
the weight associated to a single co-author’s contribution.
• Citer-based indicators, such as ch and A, give credit to all the co-authors of a citing
paper (for instance, not just the first one). In disciplines where hyperauthorship is an
issue—e.g. biomedicine, where it can be found citing papers with literally hundreds of
authors—this may seriously inflate these indicators (Cronin 2001). Identifying a fully
satisfying solution to this problem is a question that remains open and merits
investigation. Fortunately, in the chosen sample area we have not found any case of
hyperauthorship and therefore our empirical analysis is uninfluenced by this effect.
• ch and h, may complement each other, in particular when performing comparisons of
scientists or research groups, on the basis of the diffusion of their publications.
Precisely, the two indicators can be used together to define the axes of a ‘‘diffusion
map’’, which allows the bibliometric positioning and comparison (see Fig. 10). This
map is particularly useful for comparing scientists with high h values (senior scientists).
h-index provides a measure of diffusion in terms of citations, while ch in terms of citers.
Figure 10, for example, represents three characteristic situations:
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ch (diffusion in terms of citers)

Fig. 10 Example of a simplified
map (ch–h map) for evaluating
and comparing scientists or
research groups on the basis of
the scientific production
diffusion. The map associates ch
values (vertical axis—indicator
of diffusion in terms of different
citers) with h values (horizontal
axis—indicator of diffusion in
terms of received citations). The
dotted line represents the average
(linear) relationship between ch
and h
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Scientist or research group with publications in which the number of received
citations (measured by h) and different citers (measured by ch) are generally balanced
(see Figs. 5, 9).
(b) Scientist or research group with publications having a relatively large number of
received citations with respect to the number of different citers. This situation could
be due to a relatively high rate of self-citations and recurrent citers’ citations.
(c) Scientist or research group with publications having a relatively large number of
different citers with respect to the number of received citations. This could be the case
of (1) publications with a low rate of self-citations and recurrent citers’ citations, (2)
publications cited by citing papers with a high number of different co-authors.
• This work contributes to developing a new paradigm, where the number of citers serves
as the basis of research impact assessment, in addition to the number of citations.
Table 3 summarizes the pros and the cons of these two different philosophies.
Conclusions
This paper enhances the initial study of Ajiferuke and Wolfram (2010) on the ch-index, a
recent variant of h, which represents a different way for evaluating the impact/diffusion of
one researcher’s published output in the scientific community. ch is based on the number of
different citers related to a publication, rather than the simple number of received citations.
The new paradigm assesses the impact of one scientist from the viewpoint of citers rather
than citations. To emphasize this aspect, another citer-based indicator, A (total number of
different citers), is used and compared with C (total number of citations). Based on a
sample of 2345 scientists, the analysis showed that ch is generally directly proportional to
h and the same goes for A and C. This behaviour was observed in Quality Engineering/
Management and preliminarily confirmed in other six scientific disciplines, with slight
differences in the value of the coefficient of proportionality, due to different multiauthorship aptitudes.
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Table 3 Brief analysis of pros and cons associated to citation-based and citer-based bibliometric indicators

PROS

Citation-based indicators (such as C and h)

Citer-based indicators (such as A and ch)

Very diffused and traditionally accepted
within the scientific community

They provide an effective indication about
the portion of scientific community
‘‘infected’’ by a the research of a given
scholar

Their count is automatically implemented by
the major search engines (Web of Science,
Scopus, GS)

They complement the information provided
by traditional citation-based indicators. In
fact, the proportionality between ch and h
is not always respected, particularly for
scientists with high h values
They keep under control not only the effect
of self-citations, but also that one of
recurrent citers

CONS

They may be distorted/inflated by selfcitations and recurrent citers

They may be distorted/inflated by
hyperauthorship

The computational complexity related to
filtering out self-citations (automatic
option of Web of Science and Scopus) is
comparable to the one related to the
calculation of citer-based indicators (in
both the cases, it is necessary to identify
the citers associated to each citing paper)

Higher computational complexity with
respect to citation-based indicators
They are not diffused in the scientific
community and, for this reason, they are
not automatically implemented by all the
major bibliometric search engines
Author disambiguation due to homonymy

Author disambiguation due to homonymy

In spite of being generally correlated with h, ch constitutes an original approach to
tackle the problem of self-citations or citations made by recurrent citers. It must be
remembered that, although the current literature suggests many indicators to overcome the
first problem, on the other hand, the problem of recurrent citers has not been discussed as
much effectively. In this regard, ch is less prone to manipulations than many other bibliometric indicators. Furthermore, it was shown that ch and h represent two complementary
ways to evaluate/compare the diffusion of the scientific production of different scientists or
research groups. A possible practical tool for using them in a combined way is represented
by the here introduced ‘‘diffusion map’’ (or ch–h map).
Similarly to h, and differently from many other h-based indicators, ch has an immediate
meaning. Unfortunately, ch is significantly more complicate to calculate than h. An ad hoc
software application was designed and implemented to automate the ch calculation procedure. This software is able to perform automatic queries to Google Scholar database,
which is one of the most popular search engines for bibliometric analyses.
Further development of this research will be the extension of the analysis to a wider set
of scientists and/or other scientific disciplines, so as to empirically confirm preliminary
findings on the basis of more exhaustive data.
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